The gap between the upper edge of the door and the passage as shown
in the figure is achieved by using the installation package for extra payment.

JAP 702 - AKTIVE STANDARD
The model of the pocket door frame without lining for sliding single-leaf doors completely
without door lining.
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JAP 702 AKTIVE STANDARD

Vertical cross-section of
the AKTIVE STANDARD
pocket door frame

Recommended door wing dimensions

Clear passage
DXJ

Total dimensions
of the pocket door
frame
ExH*

Width
of sheet-metal
pocket A

Width of passage
after installation
of pocket door frame
B=D

Standard
dimensions of
wooden door leaf
CxL

600 x 1970
700 x 1970
800 x 1970
900 x 1970
1000 x 1970
1100 x 1970
1200 x 1970

1343 x 2035
1543 x 2035
1743 x 2035
1943 x 2035
2143 x 2035
2343 x 2035
2543 x 2035

681
781
881
981
1081
1181
1281

600
700
800
900
1000
1100
1200

650 x 1962
750 x 1962
850 x 1962
950 x 1962
1050 x 1962
1150 x 1962
1250 x 1962

Thickness
of door leaf
F** for K 100

Standard
dimensions of glass
door leaf
CxL

40 - 50

650 x 1950
750 x 1950
850 x 1950
950 x 1950
1050 x 1950
1150 x 1950
1250 x 1950

* 10 mm high rivet nuts are on the top edge of the pocket door frame
** the stop track and brush seals around the perimeter of the passage are supplied at extra charge in the package for the wooden doors for a door thickness of 40 mm

The recommended rough opening dimensions for brick wall construction case system are E + 40 mm x H + 20 mm.
The recommended rough opening dimensions for the dry wall system correspond to the dimensions
of the construction case system , i.e. E x H.
The outer thickness (K) of the AKTIVE, EMOTIVE 100 mm case = finished partition wall (P) 125 mm.
The opening must be fitted with a lintel - the onstruction case cannot carry any load.
The standard clearance heights are 1970 mm, 1985 mm, 2100 mm and 2115 mm. Atypical dimensions from 1975 to 2700 mm.
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The gap between the upper edge of the door and the passage as shown
in the figure is achieved by using the installation package for extra payment.

JAP 712 - AKTIVE KOMFORT
This model comprises two pocket door frames without linings mutually connected by a track. Each pocket
door frame is for one door, and the two doors move toward each other; the motion of the doors can also
be synchronised.
The model is completely without a door lining.
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